mne-mon-ic /nɪ'mɒnɪk; AmE-'mɑ:n-/ noun a word, sentence,
poem, etc. that helps you to remember something

(OED)

I cook apples,
so you should
eat them, man.

EYE ཁ་ལེ བ་

BAG ཁ་ལེ བ་
(jola)

When I go to
school with my
bag I say Julley
to everyone

I see a mic with my
mik. (Microphone is an
eye for sounds).

BOOK ཁ་ལེ བ་

Key—Tap to
unlock!

FILE BOOK ཁ་ལེ བ་

(kushu)

(kitap)

(mik)

(kitap)

Mnemonics

APPLE ཁ་ལེ བ་

Cheating on scores will

(WHITE/BLACK) I knocked on the be discovered, because
board tac-tacBOARD ཏག་ཏི་
the principal has his
(takti)

tac, and then I
heard a horn
tee-tee-tee.

ﬁlebook.

HAND ལག་པ་
(lakpa)

BRACELET ཁ་ལེ བ་

Take the
Chinese bracelet
and put it on.

CHAIR �ར་�ི ་

Where is my
kurkure? Tashi
is sitting on the
chair, crunching
your favourite
spicy snack!

(takchpo)

(kurtsi)

COLLAR ཁ་ལེ བ་

(kamisi gongrtsa)

"Hands up! I
won't leave
without a lakh!"
the thief shouted
at pa. (Lakh is
100 000 [Rupees])

HANKERCHIEFཁ་ལེ བ་

(lagﬁs)

Hankerchief = hand +
kerchief; lagﬁs =
lakpa + is.

The gorilla
HAT ཁ་ལེ བ་
playing on a
(tippi)
gong in a kamis
is getting on my Tea + Pea = Hat
nerves (nerve is
'rtsa' in Ladakhi).

MNEMONICS
HOT SPRING ཁ་ལེ བ་ A picnic girl is
(donmochu)

hot.

(don = picnic, mo = girl,
chu = hot)

LID, COVER ཁ་ལེ བ་ The khaki
(khaleb)

PAPER ཁ་ལེ བ་
(shugu)

laptop has a
khaki lid.

Was paper
invented by the
Shoguns?

SEED, NUT ཡག་པ་ The yak is eating
(yakpa)

a pile of nuts.

SKIN ཁ་ལེ བ་

Pakistani spa
makes my skin
feel good.

STONE ཁ་ལེ བ་

A stone is a
rather diﬃcult
object to throw
in the air.

TOOTH ས ོ་

The saw has
many teeth.
Moreover, it cuts
wood just as a
tooth cuts food.

(pakspa)

(rdoa)

(so)

